Searches for non-patent literature are indispensable to answer questions in patent law and science. Our Search Service carries out these searches for you using the best resources available.

Do you need comprehensive results to assess a patent, but only have access to patent documents? Do you lack the time to look for other resources? Do you generally need scientific or non-patent literature?

FIZ Karlsruhe’s Search Service is your expert outsourcing partner for all types of searches.

We are a team of scientists from various disciplines and mainly use the topical, high-quality scientific databases hosted on the renowned information service STN® for our searches. The scientific areas covered include:

- Chemistry
- Medicine/Pharmacology
- Bio-sciences
- Consumer goods
- Technology

Other platforms or freely available databases can be searched upon request.

REQUEST  SEARCH  RESULTS
Advice and noncommittal cost estimate  Tailored to your specific search topic  Report and relevant database excerpts

Team with QIP certified searcher
For more than 40 years, FIZ Karlsruhe has been a partner to researchers and enterprises in the information business. It operates the renowned online information service STN International together with Chemical Abstracts Service. FIZ Karlsruhe’s Search Service consists of experienced scientists from various disciplines.

As our searches are precisely tailored to your requirements we can provide you reliably and efficiently with the topical information you need. If necessary, we will also carry out structure and sequence searches for you.

You will receive the deduplicated search results summarized in one single report that can be edited in line with your specifications and presented in your own layout.

In order to continuously obtain literature on a specific topic, we offer repetitive monitoring searches. These can be carried out either automatically or manually by us at intervals of your choice.

We guarantee a high degree of cost transparency and, of course, absolute confidentiality. If you wish, we will also conclude a non-disclosure agreement with you.

Are you already an STN customer? We will be pleased to use the Login ID provided by you so that you can benefit from all included advantages of STN!

Are you interested in our offer? Do you need some more information?

Feel free to contact us at 
Phone: +49 7247 808-555
searchservice@fiz-karlsruhe.de

or visit our website
www.fiz-karlsruhe.de/en/search-service.html